SERVICE OFFERINGS

THE EMERGING PARTNER IN INFRASTRUCTURE SOLUTIONS

Our experienced teams utilize the most advanced technology to ensure superior quality and reliability. Nationwide, utility companies depend upon our oversight and precision to protect & maintain their infrastructure.

RECONN is your utility compliance and solutions partner.

MAINTAINING INFRASTRUCTURE

Nationwide, utility companies depend on our experienced teams and superior technology to survey the integrity of their assets and to protect and manage their infrastructure. Reconn provides the necessary detailed data to improve upon your infrastructure for the long term. Reconn is a USIC, LLC. company.

RECONNUS.com
SERVICE OFFERINGS

GAS SERVICES

PROTECT & MAINTAIN YOUR GAS INFRASTRUCTURE
RECONN performs walking and mobile gas leak surveys utilizing state of the art equipment and the most advanced technology. The core objective while performing these surveys is to protect life, property of the public and the utility’s customers from any system anomalies as well as to maintain the integrity of the gas distribution system.

VAC EX & SUE SERVICES

ELIMINATE THE RISK WITH VACUUM EXCAVATION
Save time and money by utilizing USIC’s vacuum excavation services. Vacuum excavation offers a safe, precise and productive method for excavation in congested areas of underground infrastructure. It is a much safer and efficient alternative to digging by hand or with mechanized equipment.

ELECTRICAL SERVICES

MAINTAIN & INSPECT TO ENSURE COMPLIANCE
Our field technicians are specially trained to test all necessary structures to be in full compliance with the regulatory orders. With a strong emphasis on Safety, RECONN has highly trained and qualified lead mechanics performing hands on visual safety inspections of underground electric manholes, service boxes and transformer vaults.

EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT

READY TO ASSIST AFTER ANY NATURAL DISASTER
RECONN has experienced Storm Response Teams prepared to assist your company and customers in the wake of any Natural Disaster. Immediately following a major storm, our ICS Trained Site Safety & Assessment Crews are deployed to protect the public and guard downed facilities, as well as inspect overhead and underground facilities.

PRIVATE UTILITY LOCATING

PROTECT ALL UNDERGROUND FACILITIES AT RISK
USIC specializes in locating, marking, and mapping utility lines that are not covered by the 811 Call Before You Dig Process; for both design and excavation projects.
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